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NEW WORK ON PAPER 1

This is the first in a series of exhibitions organized by The

Museum of Modern Art, New York, each of which is intended to

show a relatively small number of artists through a broad and

representative selection of their recent work on paper. Emphasis

is placed on new work, with occasional glances backward to

earlier production where the character of the art especially

reguires it, and on artists or kinds of art not seen in depth at the

Museum before. Beyond this, no restrictions are imposed on the

series, which may include exhibitions devoted to heterogeneous

and to highly compatible groups of artists, and selections of

work ranging from traditional drawing to works on paper in

media of all kinds. Without exception, however, the artists

included in each exhibition are presented not as a definitive

selection of outstanding contemporary talents but as a choice,

limited by necessities of space, of only a few of those whose

achievement might warrant their inclusion — and a choice,

moreover, that is entirely the responsibility of the director of the

exhibition, who wished to share some of the interest and excite

ment experienced in looking at new work on paper.
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INTRODUCTION

This is an exhibition of works on paper made in the past few

years by eight artists, all of whom I believe to be producing fine

and important work and for whom the use of paper, either for

making what are unguestionably drawings or for making objects

of other kinds, is essential to their artistic practice.

Much that I have to say about the exhibition deals with certain

broad concerns —principally with image-making and with the

reenrichment, and at times reinvention, of traditional modern

forms —that seem to link in different ways what these artists

are doing. It is important, therefore, to remind ourselves from

the start just how various their work is.

Of the eight artists in the exhibition, one, William Tucker, is a

sculptor who has been producing full-scale drawings for his

three-dimensional work. Another, Tom Holland, is a painter-

collagist who works in both reliefs and three dimensions. Two of

the artists, Wonne Jacquette and Ken Kiff, may be described as

realists, though of almost opposite persuasions: the former bas

ing her work on the observed world, the latter on the world of

his imagination. Two are abstract artists, in their work on paper

as in their paintings, though again quite different in approach:

Alan Cote makes drawings in abrasive monochrome while Dan

Christensen uses soft and lyrical color. Finally, two of the artists

occupy, at least in their work on paper, regions half-way

between realism and abstraction: Jake Berthot, though an

abstract painter, makes drawings that have their source in

objects of the world, while Joan Snyder uses imagery of a diaris-

tic and symbolic nature, and at times employs a range of mate

rials that far exceeds that of traditional drawing.

The work of one or two of these artists may be unfamiliar to

many observers. The exhibition, however, no more aims at the

"discovery" of new art than it attempts to review firmly estab

lished reputations. Most of the artists in the exhibition are in

fact well known to those who follow contemporary art: most

first came to public attention some ten or more years ago. But

all are still what we like to call "younger" artists: that is to say,

in their late thirties and early to mid-forties, which is the age

when most serious modern artists begin truly to come into their

own. My decision finally to concentrate on selected members of

this generation was one of only two consciously programmatic

acts in my organization of this exhibition. The other was to

bring together within a single exhibition space work that

seemed reasonably compatible, while keeping the exhibition

open and catholic at the same time. Beyond those decisions, the

exhibition concentrates on showing what I understand to be

recent work of quality, without pretending, however, either to be

fully representative, even of that generation, or to be a critical

pantheon of any kind. (It does, in fact, include some of those

who I think are among the best artists of their generation, but it

does not include them all.)

If this exhibition does have a certain coherence and identity

despite the broad range of work that it contains, it is not

because it defines anything (a group, a school, even a trend),

but because it reflects something, namely a set of attitudes that

in different ways pervades the work of many members of this

generation of artists that first emerged in the later 1960s. I dis

cuss these attitudes (at least, as 1 see them) as I review the work

ol these eight aitists, not only because I think it aids apprecia-



tion of their work, but also because theirs was the first genera

tion to have had to come to terms with important recent

changes in the whole cultural climate within which modern art

is made —and that now affect virtually all ambitious modern

artists except firmly established ones, and even some of those.

And while what I have to say about these things should be

understood as applying specifically to the eight artists in the

exhibition, some of it may have broader significance, both for

other artists of their generation and for those of other genera

tions as well.

One attitude that pervades the work of nearly all of the artists

in this exhibition is the desire to enrich an apparently over-

attenuated modern tradition through a return to image-making

of different kinds, whether in an abstract or a specifically realist

context.

Image-making, that basic and traditional function of pictorial

art, has freguently assumed a somewhat problematic role within

the advanced art of our time, and largely because of the doc

trine of the autonomy of the object that modernism reinforced if

not actually created. That optimistic belief in a selt-contained

work of art with its own order, its own materials, its own inde

pendence in a world of objects has tended often to militate

against anything that seemed separately to address the viewer

from within the work, lest the work itself become merely a vehi

cle or ground and thus surrender the address that it as a whole

would make. This accounts for, among other things, the ten

dency to want to tie or otherwise align imagery to the geometry

of the support, the tendency to modular and all-over forms, and

the sense of emotive coolness in imagery itself that have char

acterized art of the Cubist-derived tradition and that climaxed

in the art of the 1960s. The attempt to enrich structures of this

kind with a new sense of iconic vigor, but without surrendering

the "modern" wholeness of the object, has since the 1960s par

ticularly affected a significant amount of realist art, which in

effect opposes a "modern" structure with formal and icono-

graphical disturbances that threaten to destroy that structure

but that end up by reinforcing it in a new way.

The work of Yvonne Jacguette is usefully considered in this very

context. Her interest in serial imagery and at times in modular

structures (diptychs and triptychs) links her work to familiar

modernist preoccupations. So does her use of a relatively large

format for what are still perceived as drawings - for the

attempt to expand drawing to the status of an independent art,

equivalent to painting, was one of the characteristics of avant-

garde art in the 1960s. But just as important as scale to Jacguette

is her all-over touch (and her attraction to dark subjects, which

gives her touch a far greater prominence than did her earlier

light subjects), since it is this that gives material density and

cohesion to the rich and velvety surfaces in which her now usu

ally negative figuration seems to be embedded. The architec

tural motifs she often uses also, of course, reinforce the geomet

ric wholeness of her compositions, but the newer drawings of

illuminated highways and bridges suggest that touch itself is

what is really crucial.

The all-over surface density of Jacguette's work, married as it is



to metropolitan subjects seen from above, must inevitably recall

certain Impressionist prototypes. The casualness of the Impres

sionist viewpoint, however, has been set hard and formalized by

the intervening experience of abstraction. (1 am reminded in this

context more of Malevich's illustrations of aerial views "which

stimulate the Suprematist" in his Die Gegendstandslose Welt.)

Part of the beauty of her work lies in its fixing such inherently

spectacular subjects to a rigidly abstract surface that holds the

eye on its warm and grainy monochrome. But also intervening

here is the experience of photography, and while Jacquette does

actually draw from airplane windows to make her composite

views of motifs thus fragmentarily seen, still something of the

cropping of the motifs, and of the way they seem to describe by

synecdoche the larger urban whole, recalls the action of the

camera. Or perhaps it is just the objectivity of these images, and

the way they seem to be embedded in the skin of the surface as

photographic representations are trapped in their surface emul

sion, that suggests this comparison. Certainly an assumption of

distance from her subject-matter that is psychological as well as

literal characterizes Jacquette's art, and this helps to bond her

dramatic subjects to her almost minimalist sense of form.

A similar bonding of minimalist-derived structures and what

are, potentially at least, iconographical disturbances may also

be observed in Joan Snyder's work. Although her eclectic, inclu

sive use of materials and highly emotive, diaristic imagery

firmly separates her art from the cool, deductive approaches of

the 1960s, her use of an often explicitly geometric framework on

which to hang such materials and such imagery reminds us of

the context from which her art first emerged.

Her earliest totally individual works used a grid format as a

kind of writing pad, she once said, on which to place drifts of

individually-charged brushstrokes, each of which had a sense of

weight and presence — a sense of identity, in fact — such as tra

ditionally belonged to figurative imagery. The accumulation of

such abstract characters continues in the recent work, as also at

times does the all-over grid (and if not that, some other kind of

surface geometry). However, the only implicitly narrative asso

ciation of marks in the earlier pictures has now been replaced,

in sections of the recent ones, by clusters of marks that unques

tionably form trees, houses, words, and so on. The coexistence

thus established between the "abstract" and the "real" adds both

a new semantic as well as iconographic richness to Snyder's art

and allows her to conjure up a highly personalized and intimate

poetry - at times nostalgic, at others almost brutal - that

"belongs" to the very materials that create it.

Matching the introspective imagery of Snyder's work is a sense

of technical introversion. A geometrically structured ground will

be disrupted by a wide range of different graphic and liquid

media, and by added materials too, and will be "damaged" at

times by tearing, scoring, and painterly scratching, it is as if the

debris and scars of painful as well as pleasurable experiences

have defaced the clean record of an otherwise ordered exis

tence. What thus subverts form is itself, of course, formal; still,

it is in part because of the play and tension achieved between

what we perceive as the ordered and the allusive components of

Snyder's art that her hybrids achieve their force. Even more than

in Jacquette's work, that originally Cubist sense of dislocation

between the abstract structure of the work of art and the



"reality" of the imagery that fills it is central to what Snyder

does.

To note that this tension or opposition between structure and

imagery is not present in Ken Kiff's work is not to say that it is

any the better or the worse for it; rather, that of all the artists in

this exhibition, he is perhaps the one who seeks most deter

minedly to circumvent the Cubist tradition. In doing so, how

ever, he looks back to another side of modernism. The emotive

and autobiographical focus of his art is not essentially that dif

ferent from Snyder's but, whereas her art will at times evoke

Klee, his —though based in the very deepest admiration of this

artist — will more likely recall Nolde, Chagall, or Redon, as well

as an earlier tradition of fantastic and Romantic art for which

the act of image invention was always of essential importance.

Kiff's work draws very explicitly on a rich heritage of mythical

and elemental imagery. Both in his watercolors and in that

group of pictures on paper begun in 1971 and now numbering

nearly 200 that he calls "A Sequence" and considers a single

work, we find a dramatis personae that would not be out of

place in the fairy tales of any Western culture. (He in fact illus

trated a volume of Folk Tales of the British Isles in 1977.)

Swollen, fetal heads and deformed anatomies —at times gro

tesque and threatening, at others beneficent and gleeful — and a

stock of archetypal properties including lakes, volcanoes, cas

tles, and boats, inhabit his imaginary landscapes. Kiff's imagery,

however, is not entirely atavistic, being mediated if not tem

pered by the experience of Jungian analysis (as is made clear by

the largest of his works in the exhibition); and if a single icono-

graphical theme does run through his work it is the charting of

an obviously modern voyage of discovery into the primal inter

ior of the imagination.

It would be wrong, though, to think of his work as simply illus-

trational. What gives it its uncanny power is the remarkable

coincidence that Kiff achieves between iconographic and stylis

tic invention. Even without knowing from the artist that deci

sions about style and subject are made together —that the form

of the subject-matter owes as much to pictorial as to thematic

imagination —we recognize this in his work: in the rhyming and

correspondence of the images through which these bizarre nar

ratives are told; in the sense of interaction and reciprocation

between figure and ground that itself tells of the issues of sepa-

rateness and belonging, of alienation and accord, that the sub

jects themselves provoke; and in the invention of shape itself by

movements of dense paint across the circumscribed surfaces

that reinforces both the fluidity and the earthiness of this pri

vate world.

It is as well to remind ourselves at this point that the "return" to

image-making of different kinds that characterizes much recent

art, and the appearance also of kinds of art that seek to bridge

realism and abstraction, are by no means new. Each clearly pre

sents itself as a reaction against the more programmatic and

reductive forms of recent modernism; that reaction, however,

draws upon and does not repudiate modernism itself.

Certainly, over the past decade or so we have seen a new sense

of fragmentation in modern art, and the initiation of a new

period of eclecticism, flux, and sometimes bewildering change.



The "heroic" period of postwar modernism would seem to have

given way to an extremely open situation in which coexist a

wide variety of different approaches to art-making (if not such a

variety of styles as is sometimes claimed) and an even wider

variety of qualitative achievement. However, to describe all this

under the banner of "post-modernism," as is often done, is really

to beg the question: it neglects the incidence of comparable

situations in earlier periods of modern art (the 1930s - early

1940s is the most obvious example); it minimizes the often very

considerable dependence of the new art on earlier modernism:

and most importantly, it tends to avoid serious reflection on

what is especially valuable among all that is now being made,

replacing evaluation of this kind with a passive and permissive

acceptance of the "pluralism" of recent art. Recent art is indeed

pluralist in the sense that no single new approach has achieved

dominance, but that is as much a function of the audience for

new art as of the art itself. And besides, modernism was not

always as circumscribed a thing as it became in the theoreti

cally self-conscious avant-garde of the recent past. It is the con

straints of recent modernism and the restrictions of avant-garde

theory that the best of the new art rejects, not modernism itself.

There is, perhaps, some pattern to be found in what has been

happening over the past decade or so. There is too little evi

dence to be categorical about this, but it does appear that

realism and image-making start to come to prominence when a

major, innovative modern style passes from its moment of inno

vation to the achievement of an established status, and is chal

lenged on the grounds of its aestheticism and therefore, sup

posedly, its escapism. Realism and image-making come to prom

inence, moreover, both in opposition to more rigorously abstract

developments from the original innovative style, and as a com

plement to these developments, sharing some of their stylistic

features. (Hence the emergence of both realist and abstract

image-making alongside geometric abstraction after World War

I, when the essential revolutions of Fauvism and Cubism had

been established. Also, the appearance of different forms of

realism, including Pop art, in the later 1950s and 1960s alongside

more rigorous extrapolations of Abstract Expressionist field

painting and then Minimalist art.) This then seems to be fol

lowed by a period of eclectic stylistic meldings and hybrid forms

that draw, in various ways, on the broadened modernist options

thus created. (Hence the technical and stylistic recomplication

of new abstract art, and the creation— alongside established

realist and abstract art —of art that blended realism and

abstraction both in the 1930s - early 1940s and in the 1970s.)

This is, of course, to drastically simplify two different situa

tions, and I by no means intend any exact parallel, nor admit

any element of prediction in all this. It may well be, as some do

insist, that modernism has all but run its course, and that we

cannot expect the present period of flux to produce anything as

strong and important as last eventually emerged from such a

situation. But new art, and not new theorizing, is what will

answer that.

For the moment, we must simply rely on art that is now being

made, and notice a broad attempt to graft a more vigorous

stock onto a mainstream that has grown, in some hands, thin

and sickly through overcultivation. Most of the artists in this



exhibition first came to public attention before it was finally

clear that the optimistic progress of postwar modernism had run

into difficulties. Most inherited the optimism of that earlier

period: all have had to survive the struggle to make serious

works of art in the face of an increasingly disorienting artistic

climate. That burden is not, of course, theirs alone, nor only

that of their generation. But their generation was the first to

feel and respond to the changes that younger artists are now

feeling. For them, at least, the challenge is to escape the con

straints that recent modernism has created, and reinvent their

modernism for themselves.

We see this very explicitly in Jake Berthot's recent work, and

particularly in his drawings. From the start, his paintings had

attempted to reinvest reductive, minimalist structures with a

sense of traditional authority by using fixed, logical shapes

whose logic was dissolved in the immaterialized grisaille sur

faces that surrounded them. The implicit romanticism of the

paintings appears unchecked in many of Berthot's works on

paper, and never more so than in the series of drawings of skulls

he began in 1976.

It is probably relevant to these works that Berthot's first intro

duction to modern art was through a book on Picasso's paintings

of the period of World War II — those somber, moody still lifes of

skulls, candlesticks, and the eguipment of meager meals. But

there is nothing historicist about Berthot's "realism," as there is

in much contemporary art (and architecture) that also attempts

to retrieve what the rush of modernist extremism has allowed to

be forgotten. We do find, as inevitably we must, reminders of

earlier artists that Berthot admires, but there is no quoting in his

art. Everything is given with obsessive directness, although it is

given in a variety of different ways.

In the first group of skull drawings (1976-77), it is ecriture that

dominates: line that is descriptive but has a sense of abstract

independence characteristic of the written sign. Marks of this

kind, which hover on the boundaries of showing and telling,

slide and skid across wet-painted surfaces, and are joined there

by "real" signs: by scribbled-on words and phrases, although

ones whose meaning is veiled and obscured. In the second group

(1979), a similar blend of imitating and signifying also obtains,

but now the images seem threaded together from separate cur

sive marks and scratches, and the surfaces that contain them

are richer and moodier than before. A broad range of neutral,

fugitive tones, and a sense of muffled, creamy light (and in the

companion negative drawings, of lamp-black darkness) causes

the flattened silhouettes of the skulls to seem to float in spectral

fashion across the front surface of a poetic, chiaroscuro space.

The most recent drawings are generally much smaller, more

obsessively descriptive, and contemplative. Some juxtapose

now overtly mimetic mark-making (that refers right back to

sepia anatomical drawings of the Renaissance) with dense pas

sages of tiny writing; others leave the memento mori image vir

tually alone in its possession of the framed opaque surface and

trapped there by the pressure of a space that seems more tangi

ble than what it contains.

Modernism as a whole has been haunted by the question of

direct, straightforward contact with the world that its early turn



from illustrated subject-matter has rendered problematic. And it

has been even more acutely haunted by its increasing repudia

tion (from Impressionism to Abstract Expressionism and beyond)

of the traditional image-making qualities and "serious" chiar

oscuro spaces of earlier art. How to retrieve some of these qual

ities without denying the achievement of modernism — how to

unite modern form and a traditional sense of meaning without,

however, using either at arms' length, from an ironical distance

- has been crucial to many modern artists. It is one of the ques

tions that drawings like Berthot's address, as do others in this

exhibition.

Although very different indeed from Berthot, and as different

from one another, both Dan Christensen and Alan Cote are also

concerned with the emotively charged image. What separates

both of these from Berthot, however, is not only that each

refuses explicit reference to the external world, and that each is

a "purer" artist in using a more unified and restricted formal

vocabulary: it is that for each of them the way their imagery

inflects and structures a flat, rectangular surface is of equal,

indeed if not greater, importance than the "charge" of the imag

ery itself.

In the later 1960s both Christensen and Cote began making ver

sions of "color field" painting that emphasized drawing and

shaping as well as color. Christensen's spray-gun paintings of

that period seem to have been motivated by the desire to create

an equivalent kind of all-over cursive drawing as existed in the

paintings of Jackson Pollock, but with a wider and more visible

range of color than was available to Pollock's style. The paint

ings that Christensen made in the early and mid-1970s, although

stylistically quite various — ranging from broadly geometric

combinations of differently colored and textured bands to ges-

turally-inflected painterly continuums - are linked by his inter

est in a kind of colored drawing that itself provides the surface

structure of the work of art. The recent paintings, and these

works on paper that accompany them, return to an even more

explicit kind of drawing in color than existed in the spray-gun

paintings, but of a kind that builds on both the geometric and

the gestural sides of his preceding work.

While all-overness has now been surrendered for figure-ground

relationships and for "imagery," the cohesive effect of all-over

ness nevertheless remains. This occurs because the drawing that

makes each picture frankly repeats the geometry of the whole

surface —following its corners, its diagonals, or dividing it

down the center — as well as displacing that geometry at the

same time: and because the color of the drawing either stays

quite close in tone to that of the ground or is a thin or whitened

or otherwise "light" form of drawing that does not seem to cut

into depth; and also because the drawing either lays candidly on

top of the flat surface (which seems, therefore, to pass uninter

ruptedly beneath it) or is embedded against the surface by

accents and areas of color that form, as it were, an upper or

overlayed surface. And it is from this giving and taking of space

across resolutely frontal as well as open surfaces that Christen

sen's art achieves the formal coherence and stability within

which his overtly lyrical sensibility operates.

Certain organic allusions are inevitably suggested by Christen-



sen's work. Its very creation of geometry from gesture invites

comparison with spontaneous natural growth, just as the par

ticular structures thus formed invite comparison with specific

fragments and forms of the natural world. Associations of this

kind are a part of the work, not to be imagined away, and help

to give to it its distinctive mood, which is more often than not a

pastoral one, telling of the instinctual, of fragile as well as lush

beauty, and above all of sensual delectation. We should not

suppose, however, that acknowledgement of this in any way

compromises the abstractness of the work, for all abstract art,

in one way or another, makes concessions to the appearance of

things outside of itself, if only because the mind is incapable of

inventing other than on the basis of what somewhere exists. The

way in which Christensen's work suggests by analogy how

nature structures things is by no means unusual in abstract art.

Something similar is to be found in Alan Cote's work too.

The dense, sticklike lines from which Cote's recent charcoal

drawings are constructed seem far indeed from the elegant,

beveled-edged strips that scattered across the fields of color in

his paintings of the early 1970s. Nevertheless, Cote (like Christ-

ensen) always found a place for explicit drawing in his work no

matter how much color was given prominence, and when his art

radically began to change some five or six years ago to admit

heavier impastoes (as well as earthier colors) and a kind of rag

ged contouring indebted to Clyfford Still, it was not to dispel

drawing but to make it more a part of the whole, worked surface

than it was earlier. The geometricization of Cote's art over the

past five years gives drawing if anything a greater role than

ever before.

Geometricization is as imprecise a term for Cote's roughly car

pentered, heavy imagery as it is for Christensen's light and ges

tural kind. But he too constructs always with reference to the

geometry of the sheet, hanging branchlike clusters of marks

from its top and sides, building corners and edges within its cor

ners and edges, and pushing about the internal space with the

thrusts and movements of irregularly climbing ladders and zig

zag lines. Working against this geometric alignment, however, is

the abrasive physicality, the sense of tangible weight and pres

ence, that belongs to the constructions he draws, which gives to

them an independent reality such as belongs to actual con

structions. Like diagramed skeletons of objects, they present a

complex but highly generalized architecture of stress, balance,

and implied volume that recreates in abstract terms not so much

our perception of things in the world but what our bodily experi

ence of them is like.

The insistently syntactical basis of Cote's drawings reinforces

this too: the way in which they present themselves as composed

in an obviously additive way from separate but mutually rein

forcing elements. We see relationships between elements, 1

think, before we see "images" as such —which separates Cote's

work from Christensen's (where syntax, though clearly crucial, is

understated) and aligns it more closely in this respect with the

tradition of sculptural construction, the tradition to which

William Tucker belongs, and whose own sculptures share with

Cote's drawings and paintings the creation of open linear scaf

folds from expressed sequences of forms and details.

Tucker's recent sculptures have grown, in fact, far more holistic



and objectlike than they were earlier. Although still obviously

made up of pieces and parts, and still deriving their unity from

our cumulative reading of their components, they now stand up

against gravity as motifs. As such, they admit a greater deal of

predetermination than did his work that was organized across

the plane of the floor. In part because of this, and in part

because of his occupying a temporary studio too small to house

the size of sculptures he was planning, between 1978 and 1980

Tlicker made a remarkable series of full-scale charcoal drawings

for his work. Some, like The Rim, first drawing, explore and

invent what form the sculpture will take. Others, like Arc with

Lintel, present the envisaged effect of the completed piece.

The first thing to be said about these drawings is that they are

stunning tours deforce. Their huge size, their implied weight

and density, the painterly detailing that inflects their geometry,

their sense of presence as whole images, and the variety of indi

vidual readings their size allows: all these elements contribute

to create a kind of "sculptor's drawing" that has more than a lit

tle of the feeling of monumental sculpture itself.

In the case of the explorative drawing, it is indeed the feeling

rather than the look of large-scale sculpture that we receive. The

completed sculpture The Rim turned out to comprise two vast

steel wheels set side by side with only a narrow strip of space

between them, and joined by a regular sequence of crossbars

around their common perimeter. The drawing searches for the

final diameter of the circle and studies down the center for

what the form of its end elevation might be. It also, however,

analogizes the mass and the surface inflexions of nickers

sculpture in general — and its constructional nature too, in the

frankness of the marriage of the separate sheets from which it is

made. Whether or not we see the image of The Rim in this

drawing, we sense in it what the experience of sculpture is like.

Both drawings present motifs that rest solidly on the ground,

subject to gravity, but that free themselves from gravity in the

rocking movements that the circle and the arc both imply.

Tlicker would seem to be preoccupied by motifs that allude to

architectural constructions and details, and particularly to

those —like portals, pediments, and windows —that, although

stable, suggest elevation and free-standingness, and that,

although solid and whole, surround and open space. In the Arc

with Lintel drawing, inspired in part by a famous mural

sequence at Hampton Court, he turns back to the complexities of

Renaissance perspective, using it, however, not as a convention

but as an inventive tool with which to modulate the flow and

pace of the rhythms he creates across five different windows of

space. And if the sculpture itself literally opens to free space as

it sets its weight on the ground, while the drawing can do

neither of these things, then the wall on which the drawing is

placed arrogates to itself the function of the stable ground as it

holds suspended in free space this remarkably convincing illu

sion of weightedness.

Although Tbm Holland is represented in this exhibition by fully

three-dimensional as well as by relief construction in paper, he is

not to be considered a sculptor in the way that Tucker is. His

vividly colored and expressionistically handled works do, of

course, look back to the same Cubist sources as ultimately



inform Tucker's severe architecture, but each has drawn on these

sources in radically different ways. While Tucker associates

himself with the other artists in this exhibition who seek to

enrich their inherited tradition with a new sense of iconic vigor,

Holland seeks enrichment in sensuous complication. In doing so,

he suddenly finds himself in the foreground of what is now vir

tually a whole artistic school, namely that of polychrome

assemblage. But he no more belongs now to any school than he

did earlier when he was virtually alone in making works of this

kind. Indeed, if earlier his reliefs seemed too eccentric to

properly fit in with the formalized color art of the late 1960s,

now they seem too cooly restrained to be a part of the aggres

sively environmental relief movement that exists at the moment.

One thing, besides its formalized restraint, that separates

Holland's art from most contemporary work in this mode is the

priority that it gives to color, and color moreover that is

expressed as integral to the surfaces that hold it. And this is

why even his three-dimensional pieces cannot satisfactorily be

described as belonging to a solely sculptural tradition. Unlike

the polychrome sculpture that was popular in the 1960s, Hol

land's work uses color neither as a servant of space and form (to

identify and inflect the movement of open planes), nor to

impose a sense of visual wholeness. It uses color instead as a

property of pictorial surfaces; and it is the attempt to realize

color across surfaces that bend and distort, that break and inter

lock, and that turn around three-dimensionally, that informs

what Holland is doing. He is, in effect, a painter working with

sheets of color who makes three-dimensional paintings.

The very large reliefs and free-standing works in epoxy on

fiberglass and aluminum that Holland makes are both prepared

for and complemented by his smaller paper constructions. Given

their medium, these have a sense of fragility and even at times

of delicacy that is entirely their own. Working against this,

however, is the fact that Holland's painterly touch, when applied

to small-scale objects, thickens the surface proportionally more

than in the case of larger ones. As a result, they achieve a heav

ily tactile and physical status, and a richness of detailing, from

their globby, viscous surfaces, their hardened drips of epoxy,

and their embedded ribbons of collage, as well as from the

clipped-edge drawing of the separate sheets from which they are

composed.

I said that Holland does not properly fit into any school or

movement, although he of course belongs to his time, and his

work has affinities with what certain of his contemporaries are

doing. The same is true of all the artists in this exhibition. In

saying this, I do not principally intend to draw attention to their

individuality — though all have achieved individual forms if not

always completely original ones; rather, to point out that much

of the best art now being made refuses to belong to a school or

anything so prescribed.

This might seem to be as much forced onto these artists as

willed by them, for there are no dominant new schools to belong

to (although there still exist any number of surrogate ones). But

if such a situation does now exist, it is the artists in this exhibi

tion, and others like them, who have created it. All accept the



fact that the languages they use, like all living languages, have

natural restrictions and limitations, and that new forms are

created by challenging these restrictions rather than by

attempting to escape them entirely. But all do challenge the

restrictions of the schools of the recent past, seeking instead a

freedom of action that is more inclusive and eventful, and

insisting that broader aspects of their tradition be opened to

guestion and to exploration.

None of them breaks with tradition, and some will find them

conservative" because of this; but all break with convention, at

least with recent convention, in wanting an art that tells of

more experiences and emotions, even at the risk of eclecticism

or recklessness, or even of conservatism itself. They are by no

means alone in this, and their work on paper by no means tells

the whole story of what they do. But in changing their expecta

tion of art in general, they have changed our understanding of

what contemporary drawing is like. If from this exhibition it

seems less pure and independent an art than it recently had

become, it is also a richer, more complex, and more inclusive

one.
John Elderfield
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